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the movie is afraid to take its head out of its own shoes. it is the pop-song in
filmdom. its a bollywood faustian bargain. really, it should end with 'you are

bollywood, bindu.' everyone knows the ending of that story. the children,
newly bratty and desperate, are willing to commit suicide to have a hit. but

the future says 'bring in a director, a story and a male star. we are a hit.' this
is a girl who has neglected her family responsibilities (most of her family is
living with her). and its really hard to understand why she is so lacking in

heart. she has a sister, half-sister and a mom who all have abandoned her.
even her mail order best friend, in her own words, wasnt even really her

friend, but abhis friend. so what else is she to do? she moves to bangalore to
earn her bread and butter. it is clear that she is a selfish person. you see this
when she behaves nonchalantly towards her best friend and college friend as
they reach her house. she doesnt offer them food or coffee. she doesnt even
greet her very first co-worker who is her boss. her boss just tells her that her

pay has been slashed, doesnt even mention that she is ill. she doesnt even tell
her mom that she has been diagnosed with cancer. all she does is just

complain about how shitty the job was, and how the boss doesnt treat her well
and how she cant stand "arrogant asses" and so on. a lot of people are keen
to leave her be, and treat her with kid gloves and wine her up a bit. the man
she falls in love with provides her with all the love she's been yearning for,
things just dont seem to have gone her way. so she takes it out on him. she

goes after a guy and goes very hard. the guy doesnt accept her. she threatens
to leave him unless he takes her out on a date. she just doesnt seem to

understand the way things are around her. if she is so unhappy, she could
easily just try to fix things herself and not throw a tantrum and threaten to

leave him. but she never tries anything. instead, she gets into a verbal battle
with a guy over whether he loves her or not. he wants her to remain with him,
and i guess that is what she cant bear. she dumps him, then dumps the studio
and keeps herself to herself. by the time she is finally in treatment, she is in

no state to even try to work. she ends up falling in love with abhis, even
though he has clearly forgotten that they had a relationship. the movie tries to
justify it, by saying that she doesnt want to be his burden. but the film doesnt

explain why she doesnt want to be his burden and why a burden should be
reason for you to end up in love. we see how he treats her, and this is because

the film has made the assumption that she is some sort of heartless person
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who doesnt deserve any sympathy. but it is the film which needs to justify
itself.
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the mixture of humour and poignancy in this movie is magical. the ability to
make me question my own opinions about the industry, and about so many
films, on so many levels is part of what makes a truly great movie. it never
ceased to amaze me how adeptly akshay roy uses his filmmaking skills to

narrate this story, and what he has been able to do with the footage he has
taken from the work of a director who has been made to virtually disappear. if
this film fails to do that, it has failed miserably in its attempts. this is a movie
that reminds you that even if your own life is nowhere near as significant as
yours is in the film, you can still be moved by it. you wont find it in a lot of

films. this is the kind of film that lets you believe that life is just that way, and
that we are all so insignificant anyway. the contrast between the whole idea of
the movie (abhimanyu and his brother trying to help out a young girl) and the

manner in which it is enacted, just takes you out of your seat. you have to
stop and marvel. you can understand why it would have attracted great name
recognition. i might have liked it more as a throwaway movie, but that is an

observation. i believe that filmmaking cannot survive with its being a sport. it
is after all, a craft, and art. it is a take on life, and that will always be different.

so i prefer films that take a risk, that challenge me to think differently.  but
then, i am a film blogger, and this is what i do. its my job. so to hell with

critics! but i cant help feel a sense of regret, knowing that if i were to now
watch this movie, this is the film where i would feel its power. i would end up
talking about how brilliant it is, instead of being able to just review it for what

it is. 5ec8ef588b
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